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This edition of The Bulletin has been delayed due to COVID.
======================================================================

2022 CANBERRA MODEL RAILWAY EXPO
Have you've seen these videos on the Expo?? They were spotted by Craig Gardner on
YouTube.
https://youtu.be/MSMSpmTGxGg
https://youtu.be/f4bem5KbjTU
The following are photos from the 2022 Expo, supplied by George’s nephew Mark. A full set
will be published on the CMRCI website.

Bears Ears.
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42106 seen on Coff’s Harbour.
======================================================================

GARY SPENCER-SALT – MRRC
For those of you who know him, Maria says that Gary is recovering well from his operation,
and they anticipate taking their products to exhibitions as from May 2022.
=====================================================================

MAKING A WIRE FRAME HILL – By Andrew L
The problem to be solved is that all my point motors are above ground level, so I need to
place a building or work shed on top of each to hide it. My plywood base board is covered
by a soft 10mm thick acoustic board into which I have cut trenches to bury electric wires and
the straight gal wires that links points to the point motors. The point motors need to be
hidden, but a layout can only handle so many buildings in odd positions. So, I thought I
would make some hollow hills to cover two motors.
After some failures, here is what I finally did, making a wire frame for each hill then covering
it etc.
1) It is nice to work with wire that is straight. 1.6mm gal wire from Bunnings is beautiful to
work with but it comes in coils. Easy straightening is achieved by cutting a meter or two off,
fold one end over and lock it in a vice. The other end goes in an electric drill chuck. Then
rotate clockwise for a second, anticlockwise for a second, and repeat until the wire is
delightfully straight.
2) 1.6mm wire is a good compromise between being strong, being bendable, and solderable.
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3) Next task is to bend a piece
of wire into the shape of the hill
base. I went to a lot of trouble
to get this bent piece of wire
sitting flat, then soldered the
overlapping ends together.

4) As shown in the photo I
solder uprights around the base
for shaping later.

4) An important hint for soldering galvanised
wire is to have the soldering iron very hot and
use lots of flux. You can waste a lot of time if
this is not right. I have a Hakko fx-888d
soldering station that I set to 365 deg C for
galvanised iron work. Cooler for copper
electronic work.
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6) Then bend the wires to create the
land contours you are after. Try to avoid
boring smoothness. Fixing random
mistakes creates interest.

7) Add flux where wires cross, and solder generously. Frequently during soldering, turn the
structure right way up and check the base wires are still level. Twist it to restore the
level. The more pieces are soldered the stiffer it gets - so focus on the first soldering’s being
good. Do not be too proud to unsolder if this helps remove a twist. To do a really good job
to wash off any excess flux in soapy water, lest it keeps corroding the metal long after you
think the project is finished.
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8) Cover the frame with cotton fabric, e.g., old pair of pyjamas, and use bulldog clips or
clothes pegs to hold it in place. Turning upside down notice where the fabric is taught
against some wire and add a blob of glue. I like 'Selleys Quick Set Aquadhere wood glue'.
After ten minutes it is very tacky yet you still have a chance to rearrange things. Working
from the underside gradually add glue until it is all secured. Weights can be used to press
the fabric against the wire. If this creates hollows in the terrain you win again.
9) First, I glued the edges against the base wire, then the side panels, and the top, and lastly
the corners. In the corners it may be necessary to cut/remove fabric where there are a
cumbersome number of folds on top of each other.
10) Now the fun part. Generously dilute some glue with water 50/50 and paint all the fabric.
Periodically check the model and while the glue is sticky, press together any unwanted cloth
folds. When dry, add a second coat of glue.
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11) Now to add texture. I paint green acrylic paint (cheap children’s paint tubes) where grass
will go, and brown where rocks will go. For rocky bits I use sieved sawdust, painting glue
over the brown patches and sprinkling on the sawdust. The rest I make grassy, using the
green fibres you can buy on eBay in various lengths and colours. Add some fine sawdust to
make it look a bit browned and Australian. A Chinese eBay static grass applicator is fun,
cheap and easy to use - watch YouTube for instructions. The result is grass fibres standing
on their ends and feeling like velvet. To make the grass realistic you can add a light
sprinkling of anything small and lumpy, before the main grass application.
12) The hills now sit loosely on the layout. As long as I do not put my spectacles on, they
looks terrific

================================================
EMERGENCY CALL
An Emergency Call Centre worker in London has been fired, much to the dismay of her
colleagues who are reportedly unhappy with her dismissal.
It seems a male caller dialled 999 from a mobile phone stating: "I am depressed and lying here on
a railway track. I am waiting for the train to come so I can finally meet Allah."
Apparently, "Keep calm and stay on the line," was not considered to be an appropriate
response.....
========================================================================
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ROCKHAMPTON RAILWAY MUSEUM – By PeterA
Who would have thought that a railway museum existed in the middle of cattle country?
Well Rockhampton in Central Queensland has one. Not a large museum, but one which is
alive and very well maintained. It only has two locomotives on display and a half dozen
carriages- and a tram, but they are very well presented. In summary, it is well worth a look.

The museum
is at the
original
Archer Park
Station in
suburban
Rockhampton.

A view of the platform. It was considered too short for passenger operations and
Rockhampton City became the main station as a result.
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The steam loco is a C17class 4-8-0 built in Maryborough QLD in the 1950’s. The
design was well suited to Queensland conditions, and they were manufactured from the
1920’s to the 1950’s. Note the Queensland style cow catcher. Cows are still a hazard for
loco drivers today.
The only other locomotive on display is a 1600 class diesel. They were designed as branch
line locomotives. The 1600 class was built by English Electric, Rocklea for Queensland
Railways between 1962 and 1964.
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Passing traffic – the tracks in the museum enter from the Rockhampton to Longreach line
which then join the Queensland main North-South route.

I lost count of the number of wagons on this container train at about 60, so there is
still a lot of general traffic in the area, plus cattle trains and minerals. Incidentally
note the rail clamp on the museum track.
In the day, there was enough steam traffic to need a 52-bay engine shed.
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The Rockhampton District control box circa 1960’s – must have been a busy place.
One of the prize exhibits is a Purrey Steam Train manufactured in Bordeaux in the early 20 th
Century. The trams were widely used in Europe.

The Rockhampton City Council purchased 9 trams and 6 Trailers and used them as
municipal transport from 1909 to 1939, after which they were replaced by diesel buses. The
trams were powered by a simple two stroke steam engine using coal and coke as fuel. The
existing tram, said to be the only operating specimen left in the world, was rebuilt from 1982
to 1988 as a bicentennial project. It was recommissioned in 1988.
There is video footage of the trams in action in the 1930’s available on YouTube - they were
noisy beasts.
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The figures on the platform and other locations are clothed with real garments then sprayed
with resin and painted. The figures are representative of passengers and railway staff in the
1930’s and 40’s and do a good job in bringing the station to life.

This tableau depicts a small boy on his way to his favourite fishing spot, his dog
checking out the ducks, mum and dad on an excursion and various parcels typical of
the time.
A WW II soldier off to the New Guinea
campaign, being farewelled by his wife.

In the signal box.
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The harassed stationmaster.

A Refreshment Room waitress about to tickle the ivories – a popular entertainment at
the time.
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RAILWAY DIGEST MAGAZINES
Ward has apprised us of the following offer:

From: Tony Soar
Sent: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:43 PM
To: undisclosed-recipients:
Subject: FREE OFFER - Railway Digest Magazines
Hello MagIndex users,
I received a message from Grant Beard today saying that he needs to create some space by
letting go of his large collection of Railway Digest magazines and asking if I could pass on
the following information to the MagIndex users.
Free: Railway Digest magazine, complete set from 1976 to 2020, very good condition. You
must be able to collect these personally from the eastern suburbs of Sydney. Contact
Grant: gandm17@hotmail.com
Tony
======================================================================
RETURN OF THE RED RATTLERS
Eighteen years after financial trouble took Melbourne's red rattlers off the rails, the historic
electric trains are back on track and available for the public.

The Tait trains were a wooden bodied Electric Multiple Unit train that operated on
the suburban railway network of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. They were introduced
in 1910 by the Victorian Railways as steam locomotive hauled cars, and converted to
electric traction from 1919 when the Melbourne electrification project was underway
Photo – Steamrail Victoria
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The Tait train was certified to carry passengers on Melbourne's suburban railway network
while operating under its own power on the 9TH March this year – the first time since 2004.
Steamrail volunteer Alex McLennan said they had been through some "devastating" times
trying to get the trains up and running. "When you've been working on the trains for so long
and doing so many long dirty days crawling underneath them, it's very special just to see all
the smiling faces," he said. "People going, 'I remember these' and little kids looking inside
saying it is 'so cool'.
"It's great to be able to share with everyone the results of your hard work."
Steamrail Victoria had been successfully operating tours and public shuttle trips of the Tait
trains from the mid-1980s until 2004 when their operator West Coast Rail folded.
The volunteer organisation struggled to find another operator.

Then in the early hours of the morning on March 4, 2015, a fire was lit at the Newport
Railyards destroying a newly restored swing door train as well as damaging the
workshop and other carriages.
Photo – ABC Melbourne
"It was devastating to the volunteers. We really didn't know whether we could continue or not
at that point," Mr McLennan said.
"Fortunately, this train did survive the fire, and we just decided, 'Right, we're going to make
this happen.'"
With the help of Federal MP Jason Wood, Steamrail Victoria was able to secure an
Australian government grant of $1 million in 2017 to return a Tait train to service.
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The money was used for a fresh coat of paint and to upgrade the train's safety features, so
that it complies with modern regulations.
Steamrail volunteer Craig Soden says without the grant money, the Tait train wouldn't be up
and running today.
"There was a lot of safety enhancements that we needed to get done, which we wouldn't
have been able to afford," he said.
After years working to restore and modify the Tait, the train went through a rigorous
accreditation process – with testing starting in January 2020.
The final step was a "load test run" with Steamrail volunteers as passengers on February 26.
"It's a great satisfaction to have passengers on board again," Mr Soden said,
"Older people can reminisce about days gone by, and the younger generation can
experience suburban travel from a bygone era – that's what it's all about."
As well as dozens of volunteers, other organisations have helped Steamrail Victoria to get
the red rattlers running.
V/Line has agreed to be the accredited operator. Metro Trains has given them access to the
tracks, the Department of Transport has provided safety advice and the Rail Tram and Bus
Union has provided drivers.
In the next few months, they hope to have their first ticketed tours for the public.
"There'll be a combination of special events and shorter shuttles where families can come on
board," Mr McLennan said.
Courtesy of Steamrail Victoria and Wikipedia.
=================================================================================

AROUND THE CLUBROOM

The Club’s Garratt in action hauling a coal train, being overtaken by a passenger train
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Mal and Terry repairing wiring to a section of McEvoy Junction following the Expo,
with assistance from Darryl.

President: Bob Morton
Vice President: Chris Neil
Secretary: Peter Amey
Treasurer: Phil Young
Committee Members:
Danny Henskens, Herb Hobbs, Mal Irving, Noel Lee, Andrew
Lund, Terry Smith, George Watts.
Life Members: Lloyd Sawyer, Ward Gainey, John Wishart,
Tom Drury, Phil Felstead, John Webster
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MAY 2022
3 May (Tues)
4 May (Weds)
11 May (Tues)
17 May (Tues)
18 May (Weds)
25 Mar (Tues)
31 May (Tues)

Continuing work on club layouts
Club Meeting
Continuing work on Club layouts
Continuing work on club layouts
Running Night
Continuing work on club layouts
Continuing work on club layouts

JUNE 2022
1 June (Weds)
7 June (Tues)
14 June (Tues)
15 June (Weds)
21 June (Tues)
28 June (Tues)

Club meeting – Topic: Introduction to operations
Continuing work on club layouts
Continuing work on club layouts
Running night
Continuing work on club layouts
Continuing work on club layouts

The Canberra Model Railway Club Inc.
Located at The University of Canberra High School Kaleen, 104 Baldwin Drive, Kaleen ACT
2617.
See website for further information - www.cmrci.info
Email: cmrcisecpra@gmail.com
Postal address: PO Box 7204, Kaleen ACT 2617
The opinions expressed in this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Management
Committee.
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